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news so hot it might ignite
IPROF attendees are brewing up a hot 3000 proposition. With rally cries of "Remember the Tea Party!"a
band of HP customers want HP to listen to their vision for the 3000 at the Interex Programmer's Forum (IPROF)next week. What's
at stake is the future of your favorite server — or more accurately, HP's plans to improve the system over the next few years.
In 1990 some HP customers participated in what we now call the Boston Tea Party: a revolution at the Boston Interex
show that stopped HP from relegating TurboIMAGE to an "option" status on the HP 3000. Refocusing HP's commitment to the
database at the heart of the 3000 was the goal of the revolt. Customers got IMAGE/SOL and other improvements — but not with
out a passionate examination of the business relationships between their companies and HP.
Six years later, another revolt is brewing, and the campaign opens next week. The leadership of Special Interest Group for
MPE is calling it Proposition 3000.
In short: HP has told some solution suppliers it doesn't have immediate plans to put MPE on the new HP/Intel chip. This is
a change in the strategy which HP stated when the Intel project was announced in 1994. Just this month, HP stated that it hadn't
decided one way or the other if MPE/iX will be supported on the new "Tahoe" chip. If HP makes this mistake, it could have a dramatic impact on the future of your HP 3000 investment. Reports have also arrived here that HP is asking some solution
suppliers to move their HP 3000 software to HP-UX. Both these moves could chill the flow of applications to the 3000,
and quell the growth in its customer base. At the least, they could threaten the continued price/performance improve
ments of the 3000 — improvements at the heart of the market's legendary customer loyalty. !} !
Last year we proclaimed the HP 3000 Renaissance to be underway, as customers returned to the stability and IRST 00K
productivity of MPE. Apparently the renaissance doesn't yet extend to the highest levels of HP's management chain. Customers
want these systems, and VARs believe in their superiority. But those business blessings apparently clash with HP's profit motives
— that's the only reason we can fathom for threatening to force an entire installed base to migrate to HP-UX or NT. You can decide
for yourself how that kind of productivity hit will affect your profits.
The move may affect HP's profits as well (see our Analyst item below). The company appears to be making a fundamental
but flawed assumption that MPE migrations will be channeled directly into HP-UX or NT-on-HP hardware. Sheep might behave like
that. But customers turned out of a reliable computer system because of a profit-based performance cap are likely to behave in a
less docile manner. Sun Microsystems, for one, has a clever Internet solution. IBM's Unix systems have been evaluated by more
than a few of the customers we've interviewed, especially those who already have IBM mainframes in place. This mistake may be
the stumble that IBM has been anticipating: it wants the mainframe business back that it's lost to the HP offerings. Big Blue, seek
ing another target for its RS/6000 advance — but peddling a chip that even its CEO admits is behind in the speed derby — can
market the RS/6000 to HP 3000 sites that would be left out of PA-RISC advances.
This news looks daunting at first, but so did things in 1990. There is good cause for hope. Customers are better organized
six years later, thanks to the Internet. And an opportunity is at hand for them to tell HP how such a potential business mis-step
will affect their relationship with Hewlett-Packard. On March 21 in San Jose, Calif., the SIGMPE meeting at the IPROF conference
will devote its first two hours to an examination of the aggressive vision that several key users, software developers and VARs have
for the future of MPE. Since it examines the value proposition for the HP 3000, and it takes place in California, the battle cry
"Proposition 3000" seems apt. Some SIGMPE members are calling the meeting "Tea Party West."
^—-^SIGMPE members plan to tell HP's top managers how they feel about its potential mistake, and they have asked Interex to
ensurejjhat Dick Watts and Ann Livermore (HP's CS0 and support chiefs) are present. SIGMPE wants to offer a sensible
Tmposltion 3000: things like full MPE/iX support on the PA-RISC processors beyond the PA-8000, an MPE development station,
joint driver development so 9000 and 3000 hardware can be leveraged easily across platforms, and a 64-bit development plan for
MPE/iX. HP has moved toward mistakes like this in the past -— and to their credit, corrected them once they heard customer out
cry. The sight of tea in the West Coast surf might prompt a different vision of the 3000 from HP. (More details in our next issue)

Things change: those b-trees are growing again in the IMAGE lab. As proof that HP can change its mind

quickly on items like Proposition 3000, look at what's happening to the b-tree indexing project for IMAGE/SQL. It's back on track,
according to Jon Bale. He's the new project manager for IMAGE/SQL and Allbase/SQL database development at the Commercial
Systems Division. Bale reported in late February that "we've gotten back on track with b-trees, and I'm confident we'll be beta test
ing the feature by August." Customers have been asking since 1993 for the feature, which provides HP-supported sorted
sequential access for TurboIMAGE. Today, such indexing is only available from third-party index tools sold by DISC and
Bradmark. As recently as December's SIG SOFTVEND meeting, HP was insisting that TurboIMAGE b-trees were dead,
cut down by personnel moves and resource limitations. CSY was persuaded to revive the project by members of the
FirstLook SIGIMAGE committee, among others. Bale did qualify the promise a bit: HP will only be offering the indexes on the mas
ter dataset keys in TurboIMAGE. Experts say that will be enough to make IMAGE race even faster. (More details in our next issue)
An analyst says the 3000 means massive profits to HP. in a fascinating report from the Aberdeen Group
(617.723.7890), analyst John Logan says that the HP 3000 delivers a gross margin of up to $600 million a year for HP. Logan's
report, written in January, was forwarded by the HP media relations department. We're assuming because of this distribution, HP
has few qualms with the facts and figures therein. Logan goes on to say that 95 percent of the HP 3000 customer base plans to
use their systems "forever as far as they are concerned," meaning that "HP can count on stable customer demand for HP 3000s
for a long time into the future." HP 3000: Continuously Increasing Customer's Successes, is everything that CSY would hope an

analyst might say about the division's Customer First initiative.
Logan drops two more interesting observations in his report: that
HP's top management has already acknowledged sales to new cus
tomers of HP 3000s will be few, and that HP will indeed move
MPE/iX to its Intel/HP chip as well as rewrite MPE/iX for 64 bits.
Taken as a whole, the analysis seems to show that HP is making
more than enough money off of its installed HP 3000 base to justify
even an expensive engineering effort on the customer's behalf. HP
hasn't commented yet on throwing in the towel on new customer
sales (Logan says that VARs will carry much more of the new cus
tomer load than before), but the report states that improving the
3000 to match best-in-class Unix and NT alternatives is a key part
of Customer First. We agree — and think that sounds like 64-bit
MPE/iX and a "Tahoe" based 3000. (More details in our next issue).
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The HP3000 employment marketplace is alive and well:
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these skills and training them on new technologies.
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Customer Choices include conversion kits in

both directions. The 1996 campaign from CSY is a plan
called Customer Choices, designed to assure customers that no
matter which environment they choose to support, they can get it
from HP, no matter what their current HP system is. In the past two
months HP has put part numbers on four conversion "kits," which
in essence are the fundamental hardware and firmware needed to
convert an HP 3000 to an HP 9000. CSY officials from general man
ager Harry Sterling on down all stress they've never actually had a
customer pay for such a conversion. Ironically, many of them recall
a major site which converted an HP 9000 to an HP 3000. That kind
of conversion is also available from HP, although you won't find it
on the current price list. It's available as a factory special, the same
status the 3000-to-9000 "kit" had for many months. HP's Maria
Cannon says the kits provide a security blanket for customers
whose management gets antsy about making further investments in
MPE/iX (or for that matter, HP-UX). The costs are steep, designed
only to keep you from migrating to Sun or IBM for a Unix solution.
The things you can't leverage include user licenses for your operat
ing system; HP-UX starts at $2,745 and goes to more than $13,000
for more than 64 users. (You get no credit for your existing 64- or
128-user MPE/iX license.) Then you add databases, training, short
term lease of a parallel system and fundamental utility software not
included on HP-UX. Customers migrating a 959 with 32 users face
a charge of well over $25,000 from HP, plus all those software and
retraining expenses. The cost of these "kits" may explain why HP
has never actually sold one of them, but instead uses them to keep
the HP 3000 a vital choice in corporate datacenters — and quell all
the Unix hype. (More details in our next issue.)
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WRQ released Guide Services to supplement its
high-quality support. The best-run support in the PC com
munity (according to InfoWorld), and a vital resource to HP 3000
managers with connectivity chores, is expanding on its award win
ning operations. WRQ (206.217.7100) will supplement its Primary
Support Plan with a new Help Desk Plan for a fee, providing a twohour technician callback guarantee, training and onsite installation
support. At $15,000 yearly for up to 500 Reflection seats, Guide is
aimed at the IS teams supporting large or complex sites. WRQ's
free support continues as always. (More details in our next issue)

Get back issues of The 3000 NewsWire FREE with your paid
subscription. Don't miss an issue! Call Dot and reserve your Founder's
subscription for only $99! Receive 3 back issues, an Always Online
suede and denim cap with 12 monthly issues of The 3000 NewsWire.
Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express accepted.
Call Dot 512.331.0480 or fax 512.331.3807
Quantities limited — call TODAY!

More movement in the HP 3000 community, if
you've been waiting for the other shoe to drop on some of those HP
3000 personnel moves, the heels hit this month. Over at Bradmark, longtime SIGIMAGE chairman Jerry Fochtman has taken the
lead R&D post for the company's HP products. Fochtman, who co-authored the Compass manual on MPE V intrinsics with Jason
Goertz in 1989, says "my responsibilities involve leading our Research and Development team in enhancing our existing HP products to
keep pace with changes in technology, along with anticipating future needs and being ready with solutions for our leading-edge cus
tomers." He assumes some duties from Larry Boyd, who joined HP in a consulting post late last year. Meanwhile, former Lund
Performance Solutions exec Bill Lancaster has revealed his new venture: Lancaster Consulting (541.926.1542) in the HP 3000 mar
ket. Lancaster says he'll "consult at the enterprise level, assisting clients in making purchasing, hiring and management decisions. I
will be focusing on operations, system management, performance optimization, capacity planning and system implementation." Finally,
we heard at presstime (but haven't yet confirmed) that Jim Sartain, former project head of HP database development lab, is taking a
post as leader of HP's International Software Organization. That's HP's Bangalore, India resource, where much of the MPE/iX 5.5
VPLUS improvements are already underway, as well as the project to create a new job queueing facility for the 3000. ^

